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DISPOSABLE HQD CUVIE SLICK
6000 VAPE AUSTRALIA
Browse our extensive selection of disposable HQD Cuvie Slick
6000 vape flavors here at IGETSHOPS,.

https://www.igetshops.com/hqd-cuvie-slick-6000/
https://www.igetshops.com/hqd-cuvie-slick-6000/


Browse our extensive selection of disposable HQD Cuvie Slick 6000
vape flavors here at IGETSHOPS, where you can also get HQD Cuvie
Slick 6000 discounts and enjoy free shipping on all purchases. The
lightweight CUVIE SLICK, which is 12 mm thin, is both very
convenient and stylish. You may easily carry it in your hand or slip
it into your pocket thanks to its sleek, professional style.

With its effective and delicious flavor, HQD Cuvie Slick is a
disposable gadget that may provide a revitalizing experience with
every puff. With its leak-proof construction and long-lasting
battery, the Cuvie Slick’s all-in-one cartridge allows you to enjoy
up to 6,000 puffs without any worries about running out of juice.

https://www.igetshops.com/hqd-cuvie-slick-6000/
https://www.igetshops.com/hqd-cuvie-slick-6000/


PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Dimensions: 117 x 40 x 12 mm
Power Cell Milliampere-second Capacity: 1400mAh
Range of Power: 9W
Six thousand puffs in total.
electronic juice, Measurement: 15 milliliters
Amount of resistance: 1 ohm<
We provide fifteen different flavors.
One HQD Cuvie Slick 6000 puff disposable vaporizer is included
in the package.
Special savings for large orders



PLACE AN AUSTRALIAN PURCHASE
OF HQD CUVIE SLICK 6000 PUFF
Carrying it in your pocket or hand is a breeze with the lightweight
function of the 12mm-thin CUVIE SLICK, which follows your every
motion. Your travels, whether local and distant, will be more agile
with the help of CUVIE SLICK, which weighs only 70g!

Starting with the Black Ice flavor, each one provides a unique and
enjoyable experience. Vapers seeking a cool, refreshing blast will
love Black Ice’s menthol taste. Because of the high nicotine level
and powerful flavor of the device, vapers may be sure that every
hit will be delightful.

The Disposable HQD Vape Australia is unrivaled in its class
because to its powerful nicotine effect and wide variety of flavors.
This device’s sleek and modern design makes it perfect for vapers
who value style and convenience.

https://www.igetshops.com/hqd/

